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This course explores the conditions for democratic governance and the possibilities for 
democracy at multiple levels of governance. The course is divided into three parts. We begin by 
examining the different institutional arrangements for democratic government, focusing on 
majoritarian, consensus and mixed models of democratic governance. We then study the 
European Union (EU), focusing on its history, institutions, decision-making processes and 
jurisdictions. We conclude by investigating the alleged ‘democracy deficit’ in the EU, looking at 
the many different arguments and positions on democracy at the EU-level. The purpose of the 
course is to frame our understanding of democracy in the transnational context. We will thus 
repeatedly return to the a couple questions. What makes a democracy? How do the essential 
elements of democracy translate to a supranational body, such as the European Union? 
Ultimately, we hope to reconcile normative theories about democracy at the national level with 
the reality of decision-making in a multi-nation, supranational regulatory body.   
 
Required Texts: 
 
Lijphart, Arend. 1999. Patterns of Democracy: Government Forms and Performance in Thirty-
Six Countries.   
 
Putnam, Robert. 1994. Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy.   
 
McCormick, John. 2005. Understanding the European Union: A Concise Introduction (3rd ed.). 
 
Siedentop, Larry. 2002. Democracy in Europe.  
 
Course Requirements: 
 

 Attend all classes.  
 Complete the assigned readings before coming to class and participate in classroom 

discussions.  
 Complete three quizzes on assigned dates 
 Read and provide comments on another student’s paper  
 Complete and submit final draft of paper on last day of class 

 
 
 
 



Assessment: 
 
 The final grade will be based on the following distribution: 
 10% - class attendance and participation  
 45% - three quizzes (15% each) 
 5% - participation in peer review session 
 40% - final paper 
  
Grading Scale: 
 
The numerical equivalents of the letter grades are: 
 
A+ = 98%-100%  C+ = 78%-80%  F = 60% or below 
A = 93%-98%   C = 73%-78% 
A- = 90%-93%  C- = 70%-73% 
B+ = 88%-90%  D+ = 68%-70% 
B = 83%-88%   D = 63%-68% 
B- = 80%-83%  D- = 60%-63% 
 
Final Paper:  
 
Each student must write a final paper of 15-20 pages (typed, double-spaced). The paper should 
examine a topic related to transnational democracy. Each paper must offer a central argument in 
the introduction. The paper should then serve to support that argument through reasoning and 
evidence.  
 
The paper might consider the following, broad questions: What type of structures and institutions 
are required in a democracy? What is the role of the public? What are the different 
responsibilities of the state and the individual in creating and maintaining a democratic system? 
Does democracy always mean ‘rule by the people’ or are there exceptions to public 
accountability?  
 
Possible topics include: 

 examinations of the economic, legal, political or social consequences of a transnational 
democracy deficit 

 arguments specifically for/against the existence of the democracy deficit in the European 
Union 

 analyses of course themes in other transnational contexts, such as NAFTA, the WTO, the 
African Union or the League of Arab States 

 
The papers should be well-researched and provide ample evidence and/or reasoning for the 
central argument. Students should consult EU documents in the library, journal articles, books 
and/or newspaper accounts. Students might also consider other forms of evidence: interviews 
with participants in the EU decision-making process or the use of public opinion data.  
 



Students are required to complete a draft of the paper by June 10. Students will submit this draft 
on Oncourse. Each paper will then be re-assigned to another student for peer review (none of the 
papers will list the author’s name). Each student then has 24 hours to read the assigned draft of 
their colleague and make comments. Students will receive their draft with comments the next 
day and will have two days to make revisions. The final draft must be submitted on the last day 
of class.  
 
General Business: 
 
Assignments must be completed according to the schedule. Late assignments will be marked 
down one letter grade for each day the assignment is late. Contact the instructor in case of an 
emergency.  
 
Make sure that you include proper citations in any written or oral work. Plagiarism will result in 
a failure for that assignment, referral to the administration and other potential consequences.  
 
Please do not hesitate to ask questions, introduce discussion points, articulate your opinions and 
comment on the reading materials. 
 



Schedule: 
 
Day Topic Readings 
May 6 Introduction   
May 7 First Writing Session  
May 8 Institutional Arrangements of Democracy Lijphart Chapters 1-3 
May 9  Institutional Arrangements of Democracy Lijphart Chapters 4-5 
May 12 Institutional Arrangements of Democracy Lijphart Chapters 16-17 
May 13 Cultural Conditions of Democracy Putnam Chapters 1-2 
May 14 Cultural Conditions of Democracy Putnam Chapters 3-4 
May 15 Cultural Conditions of Democracy Putnam Chapters 5-6 
May 16 Review of Lijphart and Putnam  
May 19 Quiz 1 – Second Writing Session   
May 20 EU History  McCormick Chapter 1 
May 21 EU History McCormick Chapter 3 
May 22 EU Institutions McCormick Chapter 4 
May 23 EU Institutions McCormick Chapter 5 
May 26 No Class: Memorial Day  
May 27 EU Decision-Making  
May 28 EU Jurisdictions McCormick Chapters 7-9 
May 29 Quiz 2 – Peer Review Process  
May 30 Democracy Deficit Argument  
June 2 Causes of the Democracy Deficit Siedentop Chapters 1-2 
June 3 Causes of the Democracy Deficit Siedentop Chapters 3, 6 
June 4 Causes of the Democracy Deficit Siedentop Chapters 7, 11 
June 5 Defense of the EU Moravcsik article 
June 6 Defense of the EU TBD 
June 9 Reconciling the Deficit Argument  

Draft of Final Paper completed and submitted 
for peer review by 9 pm 

 

June 10 Quiz 3 – Reconciling the Deficit Argument  
June 11 Video-conference with MEP  
June 12 Last Day of Class – Submit Final Drafts  
 


